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AIFMD

In 2013, the European Union implemented the 
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 
(AIFMD) which regulates AIFMs, such as hedge 
fund managers and private equity firms, who 
market securities in AIFs to EU investors.

As currently implemented, the AIFMD leaves 
most AIFMs with two choices when marketing 
their products to EU investors:

National private placement 
regimes (NPPRs), available 

to EU AIFMs marketing non-
EU AIFs and non-EU AIFMs 

marketing EU and 
non-EU AIFs

The AIFMD ‘passport’ 
available to EU AIFMs 

marketing EU AIFs; 

OR



EU AIFM
(Luxembourg)

Using the EU passport, an EU AIFM may market securities 
of an EU AIF to investors in all member states covered by 
the passport.

However, the securities must be approved for marketing 
by the relevant competent authority, many of which charge 
a fee for registering the AIF in their jurisdiction.

Non-EU AIFMs, such as those domiciled in Guernsey, 
must rely on NPPR to market securities of an AIF to EU 
investors, wherever the AIF may be domiciled.

Those non-EU AIFMs wishing to market securities of 
an AIF under NPPR in the UK, Ireland, the Nordics and 
Benelux will find the process straightforward.

Non-EU AIFM
(Guernsey)
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marketing

Jurisdictions in which NPPR
is straightforward

KEY
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EU AIFM
(Luxembourg)

Regulation

Establishment 
costs

Timescales

Annual costs

Under AIFMD, EU AIFMs in all member states bear the 
burden of the same harmonised rules.

AIFM
Regulatory fees – €10,000
Legal fees – varies with application complexity

AIF
Regulatory fees – €3,000 to €10,000
Legal fees – varies with fund complexity

Specialised investment funds (SIFs) – 2-3 months

Risk capital investment companies (SICARs) – 2-3 months

AIFM
Regulatory fees – €25,000 pa

AIF
Regulatory fees – €3,000 to €30,000 pa
Administrative fees – between 0.01% and 0.15% of NAV

The rules by which a non-EU AIFM can market securities in 
EU AIFs or non-EU AIFs to EU investors under NPPR are a 
matter of local law in the relevant EU member state.

While there is no harmonisation under NPPR, it does provide 
the non-EU AIFM with marketing (and therefore regulatory) 
optionality.

AIFM
Regulatory fees – £2,254
Legal fees – varies with application complexity

AIF
Regulatory fees – £3,205
Legal fees – varies with fund complexity

Authorised fund – 4-6 weeks

Registered fund – 3-10 days

AIFM
Regulatory fees – £1,613 pa

AIF
Regulatory fees – £3,205 pa
Administration fees – between 0.01% and 0.15% of NAV

Non-EU AIFM
(Guernsey)



Passport vs NPPR
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Reasons to use NPPR

While the passport promised EU AIFMs the ability to market their funds across all EU member states 
without the burden of additional regulation or fees, some member states have introduced both for 
passport-holding asset managers seeking to market in their jurisdiction.

So while the passport does not provide the free market access nor the harmonised rules as promised, 
the relative merits of NPPR should be fairly considered:

Tried & tested Unrivalled speed of execution Cost-saving over lifetime of fund

1.

Provides market access 
to alternative investor 
markets in the UK, 
Ireland, the Nordics, 
Benelux and elsewhere

Marketing & 
regulatory 
optionality

5.4.

2. 3.
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Reasons to use Guernsey

tax certainty 
& neutrality

expertise & experience 
in alternative investment funds

modern 
company law

best-in-class 
standards of compliance

unrivalled 
product ranges



Will NPPR work for me?
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Save for those managers who wish to market 
securities to investors in more than a handful of EU 
member states, NPPR is likely to provide a cost and 
time-efficient method of marketing.  

Further, by choosing the jurisdictions in which to 
market actively, managers can also benefit from a 
degree of regulatory optionality and avoid the more 
onerous aspects of AIFMD.

Need to find a practitioner?
Visit our business directory on weareguernsey.com



weareguernsey.com

Guernsey Finance, PO Box 655, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3PN

+44(0) 1481 720 071 info@weareguernsey.com


